Board of Directors
Chair: Brenda Gutierrez, chair@ucsa.org
Vice Chair: Carlos Guadarrama, vicechair@ucsa.org
Saturday, September 10, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 232
00A - 12:00A; 12:10P - 02:20P

**00min (10:00A)** Convene Board of Directors

**005min (10:00A)** Roll Call and Acknowledgement of Proxies

Berk Under
Berk Grads
Davis Under Absent
Davis Grads
Irvine Under
Irvine Grads
La Under Absent
La Grads
Merced Under
Merced Grads
Riverside Under
Riverside Grads
San Diego Under
SF Absent
SB Under
SB Grads
SC Under
SCG Absent

Approval of Agenda*
Approval of Minutes*
Approval of Board Meeting Dates 2017 *

**005min (10:05A)** Public Comment

Danielle: Grad student at UCM. Acting president at GSA want to welcome you to our campus. I hope we can work together and represent Merced. Have the support of UCM GSA. We are low income, latino and brown students. We appreciate your advocacy. Hope we can meet during lunch time.

Violet: Grad student. Want to welcome you to Merced. This land is Miwok land. The President of GSA, sent email to 500 grad student detailing that I “harassed” the President. I am walking around threatened. I am here to tell you that we are cont. our work. I appreciate the work we do.
Julia: Great to see you. Comms Director for UC Student Regent. Next week is the UC Students regents. First time going over state audit. Approval of Interim Chancellor at Davis. Officially app to committee for sexual assault.MArcel is working on a variety of things with many campuses.

Brenda: Any other members of the public

None

005min (10:10A) Host Campus Welcome

045min (10:15A) Reports

President

President’s Report: Good morning. I am super duper excited. Report listed by three groups. Engagement with campuses, partners, and guests. I’ve linked my report with additional detail. Went to various students governments. Hosted UCM at Davis to visit cultural centers. Lots of conference calls, UCOP. Press, many interviews and I wrote an op ed.Pluses and Deltas. Did a good job comm with partners and board. Regulating schedule as pres and entomology. Could have been more engaged with Exec, more responsive to email, planned campus visits in advance. Personal: got reading schedule: carries kindle with everyone there. Someone broke my kindle. Presentation at the exploratorium. In two weeks will compete at entomology for championship trivia.

Board Chair

Merced is my heart and sole. On the phone a lot for the agenda, and made the agenda. Checking in with the exec committee. Lots of conference calls, checked out cultural centers.

Treasurer

Working with rebecca ora, working with UCOP. Huge need for clear budget message, will be working on this the entire year. Bear with me for the pres. some info is not accessible but hope to have full presentation next meeting. Id like feedback to how to improve. Many thanks to Anais for help in setting this up. Summary of income and summary of expectations

Budget Overview

UCSA BUDGET Overview
Summary of Expenses
Working to get funding from UCOP for UCWEVOTE

Maiko: More detail on what grad progs and undergrad campaign: what’s it used for in addition to budget of gov relations. Big ? is as we mentioned at last BM to increase staff salary and find a solution for that
Ralph: staff salary will be increase
Anais: Info on the breakdown is listed

Parsh: There's a link to the budget reviews with exact breakdown

Maik: Is lobbying student travel?

Parsh: It's broken down

Suher: That's a one time grant from the UC

Anais: that was one time but we're asking for it again

Ralph: The president like what we did right?

George: So far so good

Board Vice Chair

A lot of the work was preparing for this meeting. That means getting hotel group rate, room availability, food. I ran through various issues throughout the process and hope to be able to help with future meeting planning to help alleviate and support host campus' burden.

Staff

Paty: Hi All, I am Paty, statewide organizing director is SoCal.

Paty secured 2000 dollars from various non profits for voter guide and now we have assistance for data entry.

We've been interviewing for interns whether remote or Oakland.

Doing voter erg workshops at various campuses and doing backwards planning

Will see you all at your campuses. But using time to train folks for vote coalition. In depth on campaigns.

If we have any questions lmk.

Anais: I am comms director, staff trans is rough, we're doing all the work. Adjusting to fiscal admin of UCSA. Understanding benefits and payroll. Working to hire interns We have two here.

We published second issue of "State of", so thanks to Julia. You are all welcome to submit. We have all our stars.
We have 6 STARS in time for UCLA Regents meeting

We've participated in 4 campus visits.

Questions?

Maiko: is it possible to let grad student assoc when we're on campus I didn't know you were on campus and since we're linking with undergrads that'd be much appreciated.

Staff: Yes of course.

Student Regent-Designate

None

University of California Office of the President

Good morning. I am George, Policy analyst. Three updates. 3.5 mill to assist undoc. Which account streams to send to campus. All campuses should have received allocations. Expectations that admin works with students. 3.3 mill to support food security initiative, expect that student voice will. 151 thou for two years. That should hit this month, in a week. Syst wide committee. UCOP facilities this. They select whoever they wish. Bc they meet in the fall and the process take a while, we want to recruit much earlier so in the spring. We will work to streamline this with UCSA staff. Questions?

Pub: So the grant is unique to each campus?

Georg: Yes, each school is diff. Contact Undoc coordinator and VCSA

Appoint for committee?

Geog: That's on a rolling basis, Anais has been updating this

We collect an interest list but there is a deadline

R: Eventually there will be a list for system wide comm

Georg: There is a list for the last academic year but it's not up

Maiko: all travel is paid for by UCOP?

Georg: Yes.
Council of Presidents

We’re trying to find out where UC Women’s caucus, bids are being submitted at the end of the month. MOU between UCSA and COP and Council on student fees. We’re editing our bylaws. Want be transparent so we’re utilizing social media, we have a new logo.

Also we have an initiative to go to student housing, we’d love input.

Andre: in terms of development dollars. What models?

UCLA and UCSB have been working with dev offices to req that naming right donation be told about opp to put up student housing not just academic.

There will be a resolution for that soon.

California Student Aid Commission

None

Student Senate for California Community Colleges/California State Student Association

None

010min (11:00A)  Support for Treasurer on SAGE Visits
Parshan Khosravi, UCSA Treasurer

Parshan: Sage has been something that the past board has been pursuing. We voted to continue the work. Many actions and visits made to campuses regarding SAGE. This is for us to continue this work. The diff is Kevin was the only one but now we thought it was appropriate that the treasurer do it. 18 visits. Some of the goals aren't just passing resolutions but garnering input and compiling issues to address this. Is there a motion to approve?

Michelle: Motion to approve

Lauren: Second

Andre: Can we see the document before we approve?

Parsh We’re figuring out the senate meeting times in order to plan it but I can send it to you

Parshan: We’ll send the working document.

Ralph: We can postpone this, compile our info, and vote tomorrow.
Andre: Motion to postpone this vote and move agenda item to tomorrow.

Parshan: Second

030min (11:10A) (Closed Session) UCSA Staff
Ralph Washington, Jr., UCSA President

015min (11:40A) UCSA 2016-2017: Purpose, Process, and Product
Ralph Washington, Jr., UCSA President

President

I've been waiting for this for a month:
What is the purpose of a termite colony
Build, destroy algae, decompose wood to survive and reproduce
There is a process to this.
The product that we see is a big colony with lots of termites
Termites= Global Warning
Purpose and Product, process is how you go between the two
We need to understand our purpose

What is the purpose of UCSA

1. We value and uplift the importance of the student experience
   We share experience, regardless of how we communicate

2. Student leadership- leaders are those who have power and authority, or leaders are those who uplift folks to reach their true potential

3. Student success in the way students define success

What is the process...

Conferences, trainings, board meetings, leaders
State and federal lobbying, engagement with UCOP, State of = tangible products
In a nonprofit like UCSA, we need to be acutely aware of our purpose and make sure our processes match that.
These meetings determines what UCSA does through resolutions, endorsements, committee meetings. Our interpersonal relations developed here are the most effective way our work gets done
Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired = acronym of emotions we experience which influence our interactions with each other
UCSA is doing important work, but can be challenging when our emotions (HALT) are not moderated. We must practice self-care and check each other so that we are compassionate of each other’s immediate lived experiences. We must be in the present and affirm each other in order to succeed together. The product does not matter if we are not invested in the common purpose.

Gio: we appreciate this perspective, as an organizer in this space, I am thinking about being mindful of language, the history of UCSA (particularly in the organizing). We should not emphasize legislative victories over mobilizing students. We should be supporting students on the ground. Mobilizing students should be our first priority, especially with pending tuition hikes in January.

Rafi: I am encouraged when I remember that 99% of students aren’t here. This helps me remember our purpose.

Ralph: We should be cognizant of the privilege to be here in this room.

Maiko: Along with the privilege of language around the student voice, international student have to adjust to the language, written contributions, and even structures that don’t exist in other countries. No native speakers are also members and constituents of UCSA.

020min (12:05P) Partnerships Structure Proposal
Kevin Bartram, Bartram Partnerships

Anais introduces Kevin Bartram: This project was initiated by the last board because students, especially at UCSB, called for us to look at other funding sources outside of SAGE.

Kevin B: Introduction. Want to help you to engage with corporations where both organizations benefit, and that is key. I have worked in a variety of institutions, corporations and universities alike. Create a relationship that does not compromise your integrity. Benefits can look like support in lobbying, internships, and a variety of different things. These corporations in turn have access to communications, campaigns, and events.

Express concerns about maintaining autonomy if corporations are involved with our organization.

Kevin: That is something we can address.

Parshan: MTET 15 mins

No objections
Maiko: there are questions we have for Staff

Questions for Kevin:

Erika: I know allocating funds, in the past, with other orgs, regarding leeway, what is the criteria for companies accessing our space? We need to define what we’re ok with and what we’re not ok with. We need a mechanism for deciding things that are not included in the agreement.

Erika: Its important that we have to do this.

Kevin: Companies also need to be sure that we can deliver on our promises. We need to understand what we’re setting out to do.

Suher: Clarification: no company is perfect in investing, so why would we invest?

Kevin: This is how the world works, and if you don’t want to interact with corporate world that’s understandable. Large companies run the world.

Rafi: Are there other student associations doing this?

Kevin: I’m not familiar with other associations that are multi campus, but individual campuses that do this. The idea is to give campus to do this because campus admin is already doing this. We could look at how other associations are doing this.

R: Motion to extend time by 10 mins

Gio: Objection

Gio: Motion removed?

Kevin: Can people pool question then I can answer them in written form

Gio: Keep the objection

The nays have it

Jonathan: Objection: division of chambers, can only EVP’s vote

Withdraw motion
Izeah:...

Clara: MTET

Jonathan: Obj written responses can be more efficient

Motion withdrawn

Motion to adjourn to discussion

Questions will be recorded, written responses will be provided

POI: thought we were going to move into discussion

Ralph: we are amending the agenda to moving discussion to tomorrow, at the very beginning after public comment

Why aren't we having the discussion now?

Wanted to have time to organize thoughts and questions.

I have specific questions for folks

Any objections to the motion?

Motion carries

020min (12:25P)  Presentation from AFSCME 3299 & SB 959 Resolution
Joseph Williams, AFSCME 3299; Lauren Roberts, UCSD EVP

Joseph: There is a two tier system at the UC that supports workers ie living wages and benefits, then there are outsourced contracting which do the same jobs but don't receive benefits. Working environment is not safe.

President releases plan where workers increase payment. There was no oversight. We need to enact real legislation that protects workers. This is to reaffirm the position of UCSA.

Jonathan: Are there substantive differences between this bill and last years.

Joseph: 959 is not until 2018 to provide time for implementation.
Rafi: The board voted on SB376, it was not unanimous, there was debate but its important to note that there is a cost which is 19 million dollars to no cost to the state, instead to students which was a principle concern. There are negative consequences. The UC is supposed to be audited. We ask how they got this number with no reply. The UC will drive a wedge between workers and students instead of looking to where we can get money.

Nicolas: at ucsd we've had incidents of anti immigrant rhetoric. This happened before Triton day, and UC workers got rid of it. Where are these corporations getting these workers from. This not only affects workers it affects all folks at the UC.When we win it’s because workers have been out there working with us.

Maria: Is there any dialogue within administrators in cutting salaries?

Joseph: There was a bill to cap salaries of admin. But we as 240,000 students can pressure them to do this.

Gio: Want to shed some light. This is an issue of white supremacy. One women with several children was working in a lab with hiv needle. Another women was working to clean radiation and getting exposed to radiation. Tuition is coming up and we need the UC to roll back and change its priorities.

Katrina: what is the actual cost of this and where can we get the money from?

Gio: This needs to pass today.

Jonathan: This would only restate an already established position on a government doc

R: Motion to extend time

M: Motion to extend time by 2

Carries

Rafi: thanks for making this place inclusive. Its nothing about the negative issues. Even if this is not 90 mill and with the regents voting on tuition this is a huge issue. We need a plan to address this issue taking into account that Regents will consider this proposal in their decision.

Joseph: We need to protect minority owned and run businesses...

R: MTET

Obj: We’re circulary discussing, perhaps folks have made up their minds

Andre: Amend that resolution to make it clear that we don’t want this to be a reason to increase tuition
Jonathan: MT move this to after lunch or ten minutes at the disc of the chair
R: move to lunch

*Amendment of agenda to adopt the times below.

060min (01:45P)

010min (02:45P) Discussion on SB 959 Resolution as Amended

Read Resolution as amended

Call to Q Lauren
Second Parshan
Vote:

Resolution passes

020min (02:55P) Grad Agenda Overview
Michelle Oyewole, UCSA Graduate Professional Student Committee Chair

Michelle: I'm the chair of the grad committee. We don't have campaign, we work on an agenda. We brainstormed and consulted our grad associations. Grads and undergrads have similar agendas.

1. Dignified graduate/prof living standards
2. Diverse campus climate, genuine recruitment, and active retention
3. Best practices for graduate student-advisor relationships
4. Transparency and diversity of funding opportunities
5. Building strong community partnerships
6. PTSD: affordability, accessibility, accountability-- regents can't increase tuition or fees without feedback

Irvine: were the UC Regents sued for increasing fees without notification?

Nushi: They were sued in 2012

7. Creating a sustainable university culture
8. Bridging graduate/professional and undergraduate students

Affordability, Equity, and Connection

Affordability: 1, 4, 6
Equity: 2,3
Connection: 5,7,8

Finalize goals, create detailed timelines
Enact goals and strategies

Thank you all for listening. Questions?

010min (03:15P) Accountability Partners
Patricia Arroyos, UCSA Statewide Organizing Director

Patty: Last year a common thread was accountability among the board. One idea is to have an accountability partner to do it every month. One way to accomplish this we can choose the indiv to your left to be an accountability partner. We can mix up folks from schools and EVPs,LD,ODs. In doing this we not only hold folks accountable but getting to know one another. The board can choose to do what it likes.

R: Is there merit in having this be between grads and undergrads.

Patty: Yes!

Maiko: What do you mean by checking in?

Paty: It can look however you want, a call or meeting

Rafi: this is a great idea

Jonathan: Accountabilibuddy

Nushi: I motion to make a program between grads and undergrads

Michelle: Objection, it's a word from South Park

Gio: Would the third person to my left be my buddy and then?

Valerie: Motion to create a criterium for this accountability program

Katrina: second

Recess to Grad/Undergrad
Board of Directors
Chair: Brenda Gutierrez, chair@ucsa.org
Vice Chair: Carlos Guadarrama, vicechair@ucsa.org
Sunday, September 11, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 232

005min (10:00A) Roll Call

B U
B G
Davis U Absent
Davis G
Irv U
Irv G
LA U
LA G
M U
M G
R G
R U
SD U
SF G/P Absent
SB U
SB G
SC U
SC G Absent

005min (10:05A) Public Comment

Julia: I love student government and organizing. I have a number of organizing docs detailing leaders across the UC in an email sent to the board. This is for the use of the Board.

Rafi: I hope folks use this resource, this is extraordinary.

B: Any more members of the Public?

None
010min (10:10A)    Discussion of Partnerships Program

Anais: This process started in October. We’re not committed nor invested

B: Enter Disc.

Lauren: We’re here fighting the privatization of the UC. “This is how the world works” is not sufficient for us to do the same.

Maiko: I have a question for treasurer and staff. If we push for Sage why do we need another financial model. Money is a good resource, but where is that money going to be allocated? Salary, more events? I spoke to Kevin and from my understand it would start with fundraising and partnership with him first. The only comment I have for Kevin is to not forget local and small business and potential partners. In our agenda bridging local community with the UC System be great to source local businesses. One comment I think Kevin made a good point: this could open job opportunities for students. I agree with you Lauren, so how can we produce this without sacrificing.

Parshan: Whatever corp we find will be “dirty” in some sense. When looking at the finances we barely make it through year to year. Every year we’re trying to manage finding funding year to year. This is why the Sage Proposal is vital. Why the corp partnership was introduced was because the sage model will take time to reach fruition. So, how do we manage our finances in the meantime. I had an inquiry for Kevin too. We will have folks asking why we are doing this. I can’t say I’m for it but I can’t say there is no justification.

President: The person responsible would be the Operations Director in the new funding model.

Rafi: I share the concern about privatizing our organization. But we can choose those we partner with. At UCLA we’re looking at calpers which helps with voter reg. Us moving forward doesn’t mean we’re committed.

UCB: A more important thing is to look at how indiv UC’s can even enter these agreements.

MTET by R: 10 mins

Second:

Omer: I was talking to folks about issue based orgs. This plan has some potential.

Neha: I don’t think we should shut down this idea, because it does have to be these huge corporate companies.

Taylor: I want to say looking at the proposal, I’m weary with the corp that were presented. Students already find these orgs unethical, he doesn’t understand our org.
Geo: I asked Kevin about ethical investments. His specialty is in corporations and if we don't want that we'd be misusing our money. The language that's spoken in the corporate world compared to non profit, organizing groups.

Nushi: With reignite, having two campaigns it'd be ideal to have more funds, but settling for partnering with corp is a huge sacrifice. Izeah show us SRI.

Izeah: We're all corp and we should consider that if we can do well other corps can as well.

R: One of the reasons we solicited this is because SB and how much they contribute so if we don't want Kevin then we should move forward with another consultant.

Parsh: We are in need of money, whoever we work with, Kevin is considering what the board wants. Corp aren't inherently bad, but we can create our own criteria.

Maiko: What are we voting on today?

R: It would be yes, we want him to find us corp partners and we'd have to do something else.

Gio: It's important to know that we can allow the exec committee to find someone else.

R: Yes

Clara: This is a good reminder of the values UC has, and I'm glad we're considering our options. Its vital we keep whatever corp responsible and accountable. I think also in doing this it'll detract from our work for students.

Jonathan: How much are we spending?

TTET

Anais: $3000 a month.

R: We're paying him

Jonathan: I move that we continue his work and draft a proposal regarding transportation.

Lauren: I dont wanna pay folks for a slide show. I move we dont move forward with this consultant.

Nushi: I support this if we're being clear in the partnerships. No big corp.
We've been paying him since July so I echo Taylor in that they're problematic corporations. I'd like to find another consultant.

R: We payed him some money, do we want to continue to do so or find another person.

Maiko: Do we really need a consultant if we hire someone to do this full time.

R: MTET

Jonathan: Obj, too many time ext

Taylor: I have an important question.

A yes vote is we stop paying Kevin and we move forward with essentially with finding another folk. No then we continue paying Kevin.

Vote: EVPS only

The ayes have it, no more Kevin

R: Thanks for your patience.

015min (10:55A)  

Valerie Acevedo, VP External, UCI AGS

Valerie: Here to talk about Guardian Professions program: Expanding services for fostered youth. Currently available funding is $840,000 from various orgs. This is now a statewide program insofar that it's only available at UC Davis. Perhaps though we can expand this to other UC's. This provides various services to these youth. Some limitations are firstly that students cannot always get person to person assistance. Students have to be have been in foster care in California. Have acquired significant funding. GPP is unique and effective and Stewart Foundation will help on the situation. Foster youth make up less that .7 percent of population of UC, .5 CSU. State just passed a measure for foster youth in K-12. Our program is dependant on funding sources so we need the help of students. I'd be happy to share my lived experiences regarding this topic personally.

Taylor: thanks for sharing, I'm also foster youth and I appreciate your representation. Accessibility to resources is limited as a foster youth. There is difficulty navigating resources.

Valerie: There are resources folks don't know access.

Ralph: Asked Taylor if they might talk about this in UG.
Ralph: Brought up the context in each campus. For example,

Anais: we need to address those items requiring a vote before we lose quorum.

Paty: We had planned training on power and oppression.

Michelle: move to discuss resolution in support of women of color

Jonathan: move to amend times of committee meetings

Parsh: move to amend the agenda

**030min (11:10A)**  
**Elections for Government Relations and Campus Action Chair**

R: We will be electing folks to chair/vice chair positions. Nominations are now closed.

Vote of Acclamation for uncontested chairs

Erika and Suher, CAC and GR

**015min (11:20P)**  
**SOCC Update**

Taylor Chanes, UCSA Undergraduate Committee Chair

**015min (11:35A)**  
**Appointed Officers**

Anais LaVoie, UCSA Communications Director

**020min (11:50A)**  
**UCSA Board of Directors Retreat Part 2**

Anais LaVoie & Patricia Arroyos, UCSA Staff

**005min (12:10P)**  
**Support for Treasurer on SAGE Visits**

Parshan Khosravi, UCSA Treasurer

**010min (12:15P)**  
**Resolution Supporting UCM Graduate Student**

Michelle Oyewole, Graduate Professional Student Chair

**010min (12:25P)**  
**Ratification of Undergraduate and Graduate Committees**

UCSA Committee Chairs
010min (02:35P)  Ratification of UA, CAC, GR Committees
UCSA Committee Chairs

020min (02:45P)  Pluses and Deltas

Ralph: Pluses and Deltas: Good things and bad things that happen during our meeting.
Parshan: I really appreciated the folks giving me feedback, and asking questions prior to the meeting. I’m happy to answer questions and I like time to prepare.

Jonathan: Delta: it’d be great if we could start and end as schedule. If 10 is too early lets start at 10:30.

Katrina: Can we have a scheduled time to get breakfast and coffee and socialize before beginning of agenda items.

Brenda: 1st: agenda request items, if I can make that better I’ll try my best but I really need AIRs to be on time.

Jamin: i want to thank folks. Make sure we’re not snapping down minority opinions.

Lauren: I really wish the Power and Privilege workshop had taken place. We want to make the space inclusive and make sure people want contribute.

Suji: Make sure we have more seating. Physical dimensions for the space.

R: members of the board sit at the table but we can talk about that dynamic

Parshan: i brought folks with me. I would hope that folks invite their association members and student bodies brought to the meeting.

R: Do we want to change the name of this to I like, I wish, I wonder.

Gio: Structurally, this meeting was tough because of the 10 to 8. If we had more time in the meeting to take a step back that’d help.

Judith: I really liked how yall were really attentive.

Parshan: Thanks for hosting.

R: Overview.

Clara: Folks when they needed a break we were able to step out to engage in self care.

R: I am happy I got to see so many smiling faces. UCSA is great and we’re all great.
Parshan: Move to adjourn.

Undergraduate Committee
Chair: Taylor Chanes, ugchair@ucsa.org
Vice Chair: [vacant], ugvicechair@ucsa.org
Saturday, September 10, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 232

045min (04:15P)   Campus Reports
020min (04:35P)   Vice Chair Elections
020min (04:55P)   Notes from last UG
020min (05:15P)   Power Mapping
                   Giovanni D’Ambrosio, UCSA Intern
010min (05:25P)   Intro to Organizing in UG
015min (05:05pm)  Break

030min (05:20P)   #HowAreYou - UC Mental Health Services
                   Caroline Nguyen
030min (05:55P)   UC Sustain Our Students - Next Steps
                   Sandra Rhee
030min (06:25P)   Re-IGNITE: Update and Guidance
                   Nushi Yapabandara, Corey Willis, Said Said, Yusuf Ahmed, Leonard Irving-Thomas
020min (07:05P)   Long-Term and Short-Term Goals for Campaigns

Graduate/Professional Committee
Chair: Michelle Oyewole, gpchair@usca.org
Vice Chair: [vacant], gpvicechair@ucsa.org
Saturday, September 10, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 209

Oakland Office
385 Grand Ave, Suite 302
Oakland, CA 94610
[o] 510.834.8272
[f] 510.834.8286

Sacramento Office
1020 12th Street, Suite 232
Sacramento, CA 95814
[o] 916.442.8280
University of California Student Association
September 10-11, 2016
University of California, Merced
Meeting Livestream

020 min (02:10P) Check in and Campus Reports
030 min (02:30P) Vice Chair Election
030 min (03:00P) Messaging Workshop
010 min (3:30P) Break
040 min (03:40P) Agenda Brainstorming, Framing, and Logistics
030 min (04:20P) Setting Goals (Groups)
050 min (04:50P) Creating Timelines (Groups)
015 min (05:40P) Talking Points for Regents Meeting

University Affairs Committee
Chair: Lauren Roberts, uachair@ucsa.org
Vice Chair: [vacant], uavicechair@ucsa.org
Sunday, September 11, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 232

Vice Chair Election
Introductions/EVP Goals
Campaigns and Grad Agenda in the UA Space
Tuition

Government Relations Committee
Chair: [vacant], grchair@ucsa.org
Vice Chair: [vacant], grvicechair@ucsa.org
Sunday, September 11, 2016
Meeting Location: KL 217

Oakland Office
385 Grand Ave, Suite 302
Oakland, CA 94610
[o] 510.834.8272
[f] 510.834.8286

Sacramento Office
1020 12th Street, Suite 232
Sacramento, CA 95814
[o] 916.442.8280
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University of California Student Association  
September 10-11, 2016  
University of California, Merced  
Meeting Livestream

Vice Chair Elections  
Voter Guide  
UCSA Legislative Process  
Approve Federal Advocacy Trip Timeline and Process

---

Campus Action Committee  
Chair: [vacant], cachair@ucsa.org  
Vice Chair: [vacant], cavicechair@ucsa.org  
Sunday, September 11, 2016  
Meeting Location: KL 362

Vice Chair Election  
Intros/Review Committee Feedback  
Intro to Organizing  
Regents Meeting Action

---

Executive Committee  
Presiding Officer: Ralph Washington, Jr., president@ucsa.org  
Sunday, September 11, 2016  
Meeting Location: ASUCM Office